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Abstract
We introduce a nonparametric smoothing procedure for nonparametric factor analaysis of
multivariate time series  The asymptotic properties of the proposed procedures are derived  We
present an application based on the residuals from the Fair macromodel 
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  Introduction
The residuals from many time series models have provided evidence of time varying second moments 
In the univariate context the ARCH family of models are widely used to reect this phenomenon
following the seminal work of Engle 	  These nonlinear models appear to work quite well in
terms of explaining volatility clustering and heavy tailed error distributions  Nevertheless they are
completely arbitrary as is evidenced by the rapidly increasing variations on this theme including

GARCH EGARCH and STARCH  In the multivariate context these models are dicult to apply
due to the parameter explosion
 unrestricted multivariate ARCH contains O d
 
 parameters where
d is the dimensionality  Several restricted versions of these models have found favour including factor
GARCH  See Bollerslev Engle and Nelson 	 for a nice review 
We eschew the overly strong restrictions imposed by these parametric models in favour of a
nonparametric approach to modelling the second moment structure  We merely assume that the
conditional covariance matrix  t  is a smooth function of time  We introduce a method for
analyzing and exploiting the structure in the conditional covariance matrix of multivariate time
series  We apply standard multivariate techniques at each time point as in Anderson 	 by
exploiting a hypothesized smoothness of the second moment matrix over time  This covariance
matrix can be estimated by a multitude of nonparametric smoothing techniques see Hrdle and
Linton 	 without generally requiring the nonlinear optimization on which ARCH modellers
must rely  We also estimate the eigenvalues of  t and use these to provide several tests that the
covariance matrix is of reduced rank somewhere in the sample  Our procedures can be used more
generally to quantify the changing second moment structure in the data and to improve eciency
of semiparametric procedures as in Robinson 	  See Donald 	 for some applications of
nonparametric factor analysis in a crosssectional setting 
We apply our procedures to the residuals of the wellknown Fairmodel which is a  equation
macromodel of the US economy and nd substantial evidence of timevarying second moments as
well as changing structure in the crossrelationship between the errors of that system 
The paper is organized as follows  In section  we present the statistical model and some preli
minary results  In section  we show the main results concerning the asymptotic distribution of the

covariance matrix estimator and the eigenvalues  In section  we develop some testing procedures
and nally in section  we present an application  The proof of the main results are relegated to the
Appendix 
 Preliminaries
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is a d  vector of dependent variables x
t
is a k vector of explanatory variables
and the function g  depends only on a p vector  of unknown parameters  We shall assume that the
model is correctly specied in so far as the errors u
t
are martingale dierence sequences with respect






      We will also maintain throughout that the covariance
matrix of u
t



















  t           T
If the parametric model  	 is correctly specied these residuals approximate well the unobservable
errors  This framework is broadly consistent with the model estimated in Fair 	 





























































K  Th denotes the rescaled kernel
function with
R
K udu    and the bandwidth sequence h T    Our method also works for






































the eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix
b
 t  sorted in decreasing order of magnitude  We can
estimate any smooth function of  t by the analogous function of
b
 t for example we estimate
det  t by det 
b




































Both of these functions are of particular interest when analyzing the multivariate structure present
in the data  Specically whether some of the eigenvalues are zero for some subperiods 
Remarks 
  The estimates of  t are linear in the squared residuals and their lags with declining weights 
This is as in the ARCH case in which the estimate for the conditional variance is itself a linear
combination of the squared residuals 




 t is not strictly necessary when the parametric model for the
mean is correctly specied 
 Main Results




A be the Euclidean norm of any matrix A In order to show the main results of
our paper we need the following assumptions 


























































































































































































































 The kernels K u juK uj and sup
u
jK uj are bounded 














With these denitions and assumptions we establish the following results in the appendix

Proposition   Under assumptions  H to  H and if the bandwidth h tends to zero such
that Th

  and Th

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In order to formulate the limit result for the estimated eigenvalue vector we need some more
notation  Let D
t
   det f t Ig denote the characteristic polynomial of the covariance matrix
 t  Let B
lk
 t be the cofactor of the  l  kth element of  t  tI  and let


















































and nally  t  M t
T
V  tM t Let the corresponding quantities derived from
b
 t be indicated




























of the estimated covariance matrix
b
 t
Proposition   Under assumptions  H to  H and if the bandwidth h tends to zero such
that Th

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There are a number of hypotheses of interest here  First one might be interested in testing for
independence or conditional independence correlation	 between two subsets of the variables  Se
cond one may like to summarize the covariance matrix by a smaller number of variables through

principal components analysis canonical correlations or factor analysis see Anderson 	  This
dimensionality reduction aids interpretation  For this purpose we may want to test whether some
of the eigenvalues are zero  Finally we may want to examine the time variation of statistics that
measure discrepancy from the above null hypotheses in order to give information about structural





















































These hypotheses are of interest because their veracity would indicate that all dependencies across
sectors have been accounted for by the primary model 





























































  Reduced Rank Tests






















In the rst case we are testing for reduced rank in the covariance matrix  The second test also
establishes by how much the rank is reduced  If such structure is present in the data it may be
advisable to modify ones estimation procedures for  or even to respecify the underlying model 
Informally these quantities provide useful diagnostic evidence about the validity of a model 
Denote by C
lk
 t the cofactor of the  l  kth element of  t  and let



















































































In cases 	 consistent standard errors can be constructed in the manner of Theorem  and  
 Application to the Fair Model
The Fair model is a  equation model of the US economy implemented with quarterly data from
 to the present day  The model is composed of ve sectors
 households rms nancial import
and government sectors  There are several issues of interest  First we want to quantify the time
varying second moments  We estimate the conditional variances of all equation errors jointly with
their pointwise condence bands  In Figure abcde	 we show how the conditional variances of
the error terms in equations  household sector	  rm sector	  nancial sector	  import
equation	 and  government sector	 vary over time 

Figure  abcde is about here
In all cases it is clear that second order moments exhibit a time varying path  However the
conditional variances do not give to much information about the structure of the covariance matrix 
We would like to know for example if the  equations of the Fair model are linearly independent or
on the contrary if there exists colinearity among them  One possible way to analyze the structure of
this covariance matrix is through the analysis of the eigenvalues  We can test for the null hypothesis
that some eigenvalues are zero  Using the estimator developed in Proposition  we have computed
the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the Fair model as a function of a time index  The results
of this estimation procedure are shown in Figure 
Figure  is about here
It is hard to obtain some meaningful information from the timeplot of the eigenvalues however
there are several possibilities to summarize this information and to make it more useful  Following
the results obtained in Proposition  we have computed both the determinant of the covariance
matrix and its pointwise condence bands  In Figure  we show the determinant of the covariance
matrix estimated at several time values 
Figure  is about here
Nowhere in the sample it is possible to reject the null hypothesis that the determinant of the
covariance matrix is equal to zero at a  percent of signicance level  Therefore there exists some
collinearity in the structure of the covariance matrix  In order to know more about the degree of
this reduction of dimensionality we have computed the trace ratio proposed in Proposition  for
k           and  jointly with their pointwise condence bands  The values of the traceratio
statistics jointly with the condence bands are shown in Figure abcdef	  The smallest three
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are not signicantly dierent from zero  Only up to the sixth
eigenvalue the traceratio is signicantly dierent from one everywhere in the sample 
Figure abcdef is about here
Finally it is also of interest to test for the independence of the ve sectors included in the Fair
model pairwise  In Figure  we show the statistic 

 t computed for the ve sectors and several
time values 

Figure  is about here
Only the import block of equations shows independence with respect the other blocks and the
refore it would be possible to estimate individually this block with respect to the others without
eciency loss 
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 for t         T   Then under
assumptions  H to  H if Th
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Note that if the parametric model is correctly specied then m
l
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Moreover assuming H 	 and H 	 and Davydovs inequality Davydov 	 A 	 is of smaller
order than A 	 and therefore A 	 holds 











as T tends to innity  Then applying the BerryEsseen theorem for martingale dierences p   of












































































































that tends to zero as Th

 
Once we have shown A 	 we prove that
E  W
T













that tends to zero as Th

tends to  
Finally consider the transformation dened by
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This closes the proof of Lemma  





















































































































































This can be seen as follows  By the mean value theorem and assumption H 	 the left hand side of










































































































































































































































































































































































































































uniformly in t and the proof of the lemma is completed 






































Apply both previous assumptions and lemmas and the proposition follows immediately 













 lies between  and
b






























 t and then the WielandtHoman theorem Wilkinson 	 implies




  For all the eigenvalues  But these




















 N f  V  tg  
as T tends to innity  Then since D  is a dierentiable function in  the proposition follows
immediately from Theorem A p   of Sering 	 
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